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BSNews
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

Just Who is aking
the Money?
his is the burning
question of the day.
Everyone from
.acturers down through
the distribution chain -including distributors, 'agents,
whole alers and contractors -is bemoaning the fact that,
while business is holding its
own and even picking up,
prices are such that no one is
making a profit.
Is it any wonder then that the
whole payments system is
slow? Moreover, this delayed
payment process only serves
to further compound the
difficulties faced by individual
companies. There is no suc~
thin<J anymore as cashflow In
tf. b"le sense of the word. It\
s, l'Y a case of goi~g ~ut
there and hustling, picking up
a cheque if your are lucky, and
then having to rush off
somewhere else to deliver
payment for the same if not
more to ensure that your
suppliers are kept happy.
And all the time someone is
smiling. Apart from the banks
-- who can charge you what
they like in interest and
penalty charges for exceeding
your accredited level of
funding -- there is the
client/end user. Now, that's
where the money is being
made.

prices at which it services all
other sectors of the
construction industry~
scandalous.
Who's to blame? ... who can
say. Nonetheles , it's high
time the services sector -including everyone from
manufacturers, distributors,
agents, wholesalers and
contractors -- got together to
tackles this issue in a
conserted manner.
As long as each of the
aforementioned elements in
the supply chain continue to
badger and hassle one another
in respect of prices ... then the
client will continue to laugh
all the way to the bank at its
cxpcnse.

KENTZ SURVIVAL
PLAN CONFIRMED
The High Court has confirmed
the survival plans for eight
companies in the Kentz Group
and declared 9 June the
commencement date for
putting the schemes of
arrangement into effect.
The eight companies
concerned -- which are the
subject of even schemes of
arrangement -- are Holdair
Ltd; MF Kent & Company
Ltd; Clonmak Ltd; Europlan
Ltd; Mahon McPhilips CEM
Lld: Kent Propertie, Lld: GU)
Properties Ltd; and Venice
Enterprises Ltd.
The High Court had already
confll1lled the plan on 6 May
last but subject to conditions.
One of these was that the sale
of certain assets of MF Kent &
Co IInternJl1onal) Lld \\ ould

BRENDAN STACK SAYS FAREWELL

be approved and another was
that the Minister for Enterprise
& Employment, Mc Ruairi
Quinn, TD, would not make
an order prohibiting the plan.
Permission on both counts has
now been obtained, hence the
recent go-ahead.
Insofar as MF Kent & Co
(International) Ltd is
concerned, the Examiner Mc
Cooney sought an order
extending the protection of the
Court until 9 June with a view
to seeking an order to wind up
the company on that date.
This was granted by Mc
Justice Costello.
And so the survival plan for
Kentz has been confirmed.
But what of the unsecured
creditors. As we reported last
month, they can expect to
receive between 20p and SOp
in the £1 for monies owed.
But has the Mini ter voiced
his concern about the plight of
said companies? ... BSNews
has seen nothing attributed to
him on the matter.

Brendan Sheehan making one of a ~umber of presentations
t Brendan Stack at a function held In the Shelbourne Hotel
to mark Brendan's retirement. The .industry's fatherfigures were there in force. See also Plumblines (page 24).

It's imperative that the
r~centlY
building services industry
offers vallJe for money but, the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

I wonder will he step in and
maybe "tweak" the rules a
little on behalf of one of these
creditors should they be forced
into liquidation as a direct
consequence of problems
brought about by the Kentz
fiasco? Will the protection of
the Court be so willingly
extended?
Somehow, it seems unlikely.
1
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The sweltering heat of Orlando and
New York could make things a little
uncomfortable for Jack's Army when they
take on the world in this summer's
World Cup Finals in America.
But no matter how hot the action gets
on the field, every man jack watching the
game in Ireland can expect to be cool and
comfortable thanks to Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning Systems.
They're more compact. Easier to install.
And they're as quiet as Wembley Stadium
after the opposition has scored a goal.
The new PLH Cassette controller can be wired
to control separate Lossnay Heat Exchangers from
one panel. An optional Fresh Air Casement can be
added to duct air direct from outside or via a
Lossnay unit. The standard integral filter may be
replaced with integral high efficiency filters. And
Twin and Triple options allow two or three indoor
units to be served from one outdoor unit.
And because they feature the world's first
environmentally friendly chargless refrigeration system,
they're as "green" as the Irish squad's strip.
So make sure your customers keep their cool
when the action hots up during the World Cup.
Find out more about Mitsubishi Electric
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
Air Conditioning
by phoning (01) 450 5007 today.
DOI:
10.21427/D7M12W
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• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.

Dan Chambers Ventilation, the well-known and highly-respected company in the
HVAC industry, has obtained official recognition for its quality management
system. The company has achieved accreditation to ISO 9002 on its first
assessment.

Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
-;es Contractors'
I-.v- clation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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The development of company legislation anslng from European Commission
Directives has taken a large step forward with the enactment in the UK of the
provisions of the 12th Company Law Directive on single member private limited
companies.
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Advance information from Newmarket Information on new construction projects
nationwide
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Heatmerchants is a typical example of the new breed of professionals who are
changing the face of the heating and plumbing sector. Instead of bemaoning the
industry's plight, they see problems and difficulties as a challenge to be met.
They are a team in the true sense of the word, a fact reflected in that all
executive directors are also shareholders of the company.
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PLUMBLINES

Building Services Buyer Guide
BSNews is now in the course of preparing the 1994/1995 Building
Services Buyer Guide. All manufacturers, distributors, agents and
other product suppliers will find an entry form in this issue. Please
complete and return as soon as possible to ensure inclusion.
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European AlC Performance
Criteria
European product certification programmes are now in operation
for fan coil units and air conditioning products up to lOOkW
cooling capacity. Over 30 leading manufacturers have registered
products in 50 certification programmes.
The overall scheme is the result of two years work by air
conditioning manufacturers under the Eurovent banner. The
intention is to verify published performance data, with testing
undertaken by independent laboratories.
Eurovent has now appointed a full time director, Jacques Benoist,
and a technical ecretary, Sulejman Becirspahic, located at a
permanent Eurovent office in Paris.
Further programmes for other air conditioning products are
expected shortly, including standards for water-cooled console
units, packaged chillers and heat exchangers, and evaporative
cooling towers.
The certification scheme is linked with industry-wide moves
toward an energy-based evaluation of air conditioning equipment
in buildings, with energy saving and C0 2 reduction as the goals.

ema ufacturn

ope an

electnc motors/stators are also
Copeland 's compressor
incorporated. Compressors are
remanufacturing service covers
finally
repainted before return to
the range of Prestcold and
the
market
place.
OWM Copeland two and three
cylinder semj-hermetic
Copeland also says that the
purcha e of remanufactured
compre ors. Up to 10,000
compressors or re-cycled new
semi-hermetics are
compressors from Copeland
remanufactured per annum in a
authorised distributors and
process which ensures that the
wholesalers is vital when
compressors are remanufactured
contemplating using the new
to their original tolerances, with
replacement refrigerants and
latest design modifications
lubricants. This is becau e
incorporated.
Copeland is constantly testing
In the remanufacturing process,
the refrigerants in both
compressors are stripped down
laboratory and field tests. The
to their castings and rebuilt
benefit and findings of this
from the bare metal upwards.
laboratory research are also
Castings may be re-engineered
incorporated into the
a required although in areas
compre sors.
such a porosity, castings can
actually improve with age. In
the remachining process
Copeland works to the original
manufacturing drawings and
Barlo Group plc has announced
specification, thereby ensuring
operating
profits of IR£9.036
that all original tolerances are
million
for
the year ended 31
adhered to.
March 1994, an increase of 93%
All moving parts, such as
on
operating profits over the
crank hafts, are replaced with
ame
period last year. Profit on
new components, while new
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
2 BSNews,
May 1994
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Barlo Group
Profits Up

Quality Ceramics, the sole Irish manufacturer of bathroom suites has
~reated 26 new jobs at its Arklow plant. Employment at Arklow h~S
Increased. from 17 to over 70 since
.
. management team acquired
the Insh
the plant In 1987. The current development of the business has been
supported by Forbairt with a grant of £400,000. Product is sold through a
n~twork of merchants in Ireland and throughout the UK Picture sho
lIam Kearney, Regional Manager, lOA Forbairt with the 'Minister for
Transport
"
. Cowen TO and John
,
.' Energy
. & CommUnlCatlons,
Mr Bnan
Loughlln, Chairman, Quality Ceramics.

o

Pollution Prevention and
o r
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has introduced new
Integra~ed :ollution Control (lPC) Licensing procedures that will
be applIed
In the future to all deveIopments that could cause major
.
.
envIronmental pollution . IPC L'IcensIng
. aIms
. to promote the use of
clean technology and the prevention of was te.
The Agency will have sole responsibility for the application and
enforcement of IPC Licensing in Ireland. This work will
comple~ent the poll~tion .control work being carried out by local
and amtary authontIes WIth industries not subject to IPC.
FollOWInao the sinning
of teh
' statutory regulatIOns
.
0
necessary
b)
John. Brown.TO
MinI'
't
C
E
.
.
,
s er lor nVlronmental ProtectIOn, on 13
Apnl 1994. the Agency developed and published the new
administrative procedures'
.
,and tec h"
mcal reqUIrements that WIll
have to be followed by all those seeking new licences from the
Agency.
An explanatory
booklet,summary document and gUIdance
.
.
notes
are available.
Contact: Oeclan Bums. Tel: 01 - 678 5933.
ordinary activities after tax is up
103% to IR£7.752 mjllion.
Turnover has increased from
IR£49.702 million to IR£97.311
million, arising from an increase
in radiator and plastics activities
and the consolidation of Veha
NV operations since its
acquisition in July 1993.

With the objective of improved
management effectiveness to
ensure continued profitable
expansion of Barlo Group, the
Group's trading activities have
been reorganised into six
bu iness units as follows Barlo Radiators; Merriott
• Continued on page 21
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Right: Part of the Control
Technology installation at Intel
Ireland

It's Back To
School Time!

I

nstruments and controls are undeniably a major business sector. Their importance
and relevance has increased enormously in recent years with far greater empha is
being put on performance, efficiency and energy saving.

For their part, manufacturers have responded magnificently to the many challenges
posed. Genuinely innovative new products are continuou ly coming on stream
incorporating features and benefits which have made a tremendous impact in terms of
energy-saving and environmental considerations.

• • •
• •
•
• • • I•

•

0

•

I

However, as more and more sophisticated technology i brought to bear on new
products, the level of understanding and knowledge demanded of contractor and
installers has increased dramatically.
Unfortunately, there are reports of the two not keeping pace ... an examination of the
most common reason for call backs has highlighted far too many instances where the
products concerned were improperly installed or else installed in applications for
which they were not suitable.
There is an apparent need for contractors and installers to get back to ba ics and to
accept that the new generation of instruments and controls - while being innovative
and vastly improved - are not miracle products.
Manufacturers and their agents are onl) tLll \\, ilhng to Impart mfonllallon and to
supply explanatory literature to those requesting it. So contractors and installers, don't
be afraid to acknowledge your shortcomings in this respect. Ask for advice and
assistance ... it will save time and energy. cut down call backs. and enhance your
reputation With clients.

us omer
ac..--from Control
Techno ogy
Customer satisfaction. This phrase
underpins the attitude at Control
Technology Ltd, where over 50 years
combined experience in the HVAC
controls industry has produced a
relatively new company in the
marketplace. As many of the country's
best-known consulting engineers and
contractors will attest to, this is no idle
boast or marketing slogan.
The key element of this successful
operation is control! The company

designs.. upplies and commissions all
proJect, u,ing onl) it-. own per,onnel and
thi, mcludes the de'lgn and manufacture
of all electrical control panels at their own
facility. Customers and con ulting
engineers are invited to inspect all panels
and control systems for testing before
delivery to site. This ensures that there are
no unexpected surprises when the control
system(s) and panels(s) arrive on site and
... customer satisfaction is then assured.
Some recent projects which have been
carried out by Control Technology Ltd
include Customhouse Dock
Development; Mater Hospital Cardiac
Unit, AHU Control System; and St Jaml's
Hospital BMS based AHU and split unit
control ystem for pathology unit.
Details from Control Technology Ltd,
Rock House, Baldonnel, Dublin 22. Tel:
Ol - 459 4655; Fax: 01 - 459 4655

Belimo
appoints Dan
Chambers
As a newly-appointed sole distributor for
Belimo products in Ireland, Dan
Chambers Ventilation automatically
becomes a leading force in the market for
damper motors. As the brand leader, the
name Belimo has become synonymous
with damper motors the world over.
Recognised internationally as a range of
top-quality products, the addition of
Belimo to Dan Chambers' existing
product portfolio represents a great
opponunity for the company and will play
an Important role in its future growth and
development.
Dan Chambers Ventilation currently
represents some of the leading names in
the HVAC Industry (Roof Units Group,
Air Movement Group, Industrial
Acoustics Company, Duro Dyne,
Associated Plastics, Doby Cleats, etc).
The company has recently achieved
accreditation to ISO 9002 (see page 12)
which bears testimony to its commitment
to quality products and services.
As ociation with another prestigious
name like Belimo reinforces the position
of Dan Chambers Ventilation as a leading
force in the HVAC industry.
At the same time, the Belimo range
complements the company's existing
BSNews, May 1994 3
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product portfolio. As manufacturers and
suppliers of volume control dampers, six
hour rated fire dampers. and air handling
units, they are now in a better position to
offer their customers a complete package.
Coinciding with the Dan Chambers
appointment is the introduction of a new,
improved range of NM actuators for
Belimo which offer the following
benefits:
Torque rating now increased - Belimo
has increased the torque of the actuator so
that it can operate a damper with an area
of approximately 17 sq ft. This actuator
can now be used as a lower cost
altemative to the SM range;
ew auxiliary switch packs - At the same
time as increasing the torque, Belimo has
also modified the motor housing and
introduced single and double auxiliary
switch packs;
Increased shaft diameter - The new M
range can accept shafts 8 ......... 20 mm.
All Belimo products are manufactured to
the highest standards in Switzerland and
carry full ISO 900 I and EN 2900 I
accreditation and also carry the CE mark
which states that thcy comply with all
European Community regulations.

Representative samples from Potterton Myson's extensive range of
instruments and controls.

Exercise the
Ultimate in
Controls with
Potterton
Myson
Potterton Myson, one of Europe's biggest
central heating manufacturers, offers a
full range of domestic central heating
controls.

Details from Dan Chambers Ventilation,

With the ever-increasing cost of fuel.
controls arc onc of the fastest-growing
sectors in the central heating market.

68 Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11. Tel: 0I - 830 3222.

Potterton Myson's controls portfolio
consists of the following:

The E P range of programmers: This
offer either dual or single-channel
control, plus the advantage of "Extend"
and "Advance" facilities across the range.
Choose from "WeekdayfWeekend" or full
"Seven-Day" control;
The new Mini Minder range: This is
undeniably the most simple to understand
electronic time control available. The
combination of micro-processor and
manual digital control is "Simply
Brilliant". As with the E P range, Mini
Minder has a battery back-up which
retains the correct time during power
failures. It also incorporates LED circuit
indicators and advance buttons. plus a
choice of single or dual circuit control.
The Myson M S V range of motorised
valves offers features which make
installation and operation straightforward
and simple. Features include removable
actuator, industry-standard wiring, neon
mode indicators and manual override
le\'Cf
The PRI 2 dnJ PTl 2 eicl:tronll r lo:n
and cylinder thermostats offer a range of
useful features such as electronic "neons"
which show at a glance whether the set
temperatures have been achieved. The
PlT 2 cylinder thermostat has a remote
sensor which makes installation
extremely flexible. There is also a "boost
button" which gives a cylinder full of hot
water at the touch of a button.

Belimo NM 24-SRS damper motor from Dan Chambers Ventilation.

The PRT 100 and PIT 100 electromechanical room and cylinder
thermostats are functionally designed and
competitively priced. They offer straightforward thermostat control;

4 BSNews, May 1994
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Brilliantly Simple

The New Mini Minder E
~

POTTERTON
CO"iTROLS

~

POTTE RTON

MiniMinder E
5

6
7

p

Introducing the Mini Minder E - The Timing is
Perfect
With the new Potterton Mini Minder E you get the accuracy
and reliability of an 'up-to-the minute' electronic time
trol - combined with easy to set - and easy to read k face controls.
When you look at its numerous innovative feature, you'll
no doubt agree that it's simply the best.

AM

Advance Buttons
'Soft touch' advance buttons, advance to the next time
period,

Slider Controls
Simple and easy to use slider controls.

Status Indicators
Clearly identif) heating or hot water status.

Tappet Control
Large, easily moved tappets allowing two ON and two OFF
time periods per day.

Clock Face

Flexibility
Wallplate is compatible with the original Potterton 'Mini
Minder', Gloworm 'Mastermind' and Landis & Gyr RWB2
- no wiring changes are necessary.

Non-revolving clock face, clearly split into AM and PM.

Electronic Reliability and Noise-Free Operation
Time Display
Clear 12 hour AMIPM time display with easy to use time
adjust buttons.

With the new Mini Minder E - you get electronic accuracy,
reliability, and noise free operation combined with user
friendly clock face controls. Simply put, it's the best
electronic time control option on the market.

Memory Back-Up
Time protection in the event of power failure.

Micro-Control Time Matrix
The micro controller scans the 'time matrix' twice every
second, reading the position of each 'tappet' to determine
the heating and hot water requirements.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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The Myson TRV: Well known for its
high-quality fmish and specification, the
TRV is a highly-accurate individual room
temperature control incorporating a
liquid-filled temperature-sensing element.
The full range of Potterton Myson
controls are designed to the highest
specification, thereby minimising the risk
of call-backs. Customer satisfaction
guaranteed.
Details from Potterton Myson (Ireland),
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel:
01 - 459 0870; Fax: 01 - 459 0880.

Danfoss
Randall
Controls
Solution for
Energy
Management
For many people looking to reduce their
home energy consumption Danfoss are
able to offer a comprehensive range of
fully compatible domestic heating
controls from the basic to the most
sophisticated.
As leading manufacturers in time controls
and programmers for home heating
systems, Danfoss Randall have
everything from the most popular
electromechanical time switch ever (the
"103") to the late t in electronic full
programmers ("MK IS" range) offering
the ultimate in timing control flexibility.
There is also the "TP" range of
programmable room thermostats combined time switches and room
thermostats - which allow up to six
different temperature levels to be
programmed each day to suit activity
levels in the home. All Danfoss Randall
time controls are designed for optimum
ease of installation and simplicity of use.
Danfoss Randall also offers the H Series
Motorised Valves in both rotary shoe and
paddle design, so that whatever the needs
of the application of the installer's

Danfoss Randall has everything from the most popular electromechanical
timeswitch to the latest in electronic full programmes. Details from J J
Sampson.
preference, the right valve is available.
All of these valves are designed and
manufactured for strength and durability,
with an in-built ability to withstand high
test pressures and arduous duty, and yet
there is no price premium to pay.
The Danfoss market-leading Radiator
Thermo\tat. type "RAS-D
ilh
\t) Il\h and ergonomic ICl,b 1\ backed by
over fifty years of application and
manufacturing experience. Danfoss
invented radiator thermostats in 1933 and,
today, supply over half the world's
demand.
Also in the Danfoss range are the
attractive RMT conventional room
thermostat, the AT cylinder thermostat
and WB 12 terminal box. These products
can be supplied with time controls and
motorised valves in a wide variety of
convenient-to-handle Control Packs.
Another useful thermostat are the RA VI
self-acting cylinder control units.

For boiler and system protection, and to
help eliminate system noise, there is the
AVDO automatic by-pass valve.
Finally, the recently-released BEM5000
Boiler Energy Manager is a weather
compensating modulating temperature
controller which also regulates boiler
tirinr ,lrd pu np operation to overcome
fuel \\ a (age It come\ \upplied \\ ith h
outside temperature sensor, return water
sensor and a wiring box. Used in
conjunction with existing control or, in
particular, with Danfoss radiator
thermostats, the BEM5000 makes a
domestic heating system extremely
energy-efficient.
For your copy of our 1994 summary
catalogue and/or individual product data
sheets, contact David Sampson, Heating
Sales Division at J J Sampson & Son Ltd,
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10. Tel: 01 - 626 8111; Fax: 01 6269334.

6 BSNews May 1994
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Manotherm The
Instrumentation
Specialists
For the past 36 years Manotherm Ltd has
provided one of the most comprehensive
instrumentation product portfolios
available to industry throughout Ireland.
From its headquarters in Dublin and
branch office in Belfast, the company
markets microprocessor and
programmable ramp controllers,
thermocouples, resistance and infra-red
thermometer, thermostats, pressure
switches, flow meters, vacuum and
compound guages, humidity meters,
control valves, air velocity instruments,
power supplies, calibration baths, signal
conditioning and isolators, data
communication modules, together with

Digital manometer from O'Dwyer Instruments.

calibration instruments and equipment, to
name but a few of the products available.
Manotherm are appointed
agents/distributors for some of the bestknown and respected names in the
instrumentation industry, including
John on Controls, Digitron, Jordan
Valves, West Instruments, Rustrak
recorders, Platon Flowbit , Isothermic
Technology, Bindicator, Bourdon, ITT
Barton, Dwyer, Drexelbrook, Electronite,
Land Infrared, GEMS and the Danish
based PR Electronics. Indeed, the

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY LTD
ROCK HOUSE - BALDONNEL - DUBLIN

22.

Phone (01) 459 4655, 459 4819, 088-570779
Fax (01) 459 4655

company, despite being highly selective
in its choice of suppliers and products,
represents around 40 of Europe's leading
manufacturers.
With a staff complement of 17, including
highly-trained technical representatives
who are able to give expert advice on the
various applications for the equipment
they sell, Manotherm's market spans the
whole of Ireland with particular
concentration on the general
manufacturing, food, plastics, chemical,
pharmaceutical, power generation, glass,

Suppliers of
Environmental Control Systems
Process Control Systems
Building Management Systems
Electrical Control Panels
Motor Control Centres

ome of the range of controls available from Control Technology
Trend Building Management Systems
Cylon Building Management Systems
Landis+Gyr control systems
Staefa control systems
Barber-Coleman pneumatic control systems
Hazardous area controls and devices
Joventa damper and valve actuators
Modus pressure transducers
BSNews May 1994 7
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automotive and creamery industries,
together with the universities. Manotherm
also maintains a service workshop while,
at it Dublin headquarters. the extensive
showroom/trade counter carries a
substantial stock inventory at any given
time.
Dwyer Instruments Inc is a range with
paJ1icular relevance for the HV AC sector.
Some of the markets served are heating.
ventilating, air conditioning;
refrigeration; measurement and control
systems; plumbing; clean rooms;
filtration; pharmaceutical; fire prevention
equipment; water and waste; food
processing/storage; environmental
control; and general industrial processing.
Products include level indicators and
switches: temperature switche ,
transmitters, sensors and controllers;
Pressure guages, switchlguages,
manometers, switches and transmitters;
Flow indicators, sight flow indicators,
meters, switches, transmitters and

Metz precision pressure switches from Manotherm.

Less Energy, More Comfort
From the simple (but genial) Radiator
Thermostat, to the most advanced
Electronic Control System, Danfoss
offers you complete cost effective
solutions.
Through J.J. 5ampson & Son,
we can supply you a full range of
products to ensure you achieve your
energy optimised control.

Translate your plans into control solutions.
Contact:

J.J. Sampson & Son Ltd.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
Unit 71 • Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate· Dublin 10
DOI: 10.21427/D7M12W
Telephone: (01) 626 81 11·Fax: (01) 626 93 34
)24....
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment

1.5./1.5.0. 9000IEN 29000

QUALITY SYSTEM

Cabln.theeters, unltelrheaters, alrhandllng units,
redlant heaUng, deetratlftcatlon unite, IndustrialheaUng equipment. plpebendlng machines
Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.

,

With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and return to MARK, so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.

GS/GC and cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
calflo:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
1000kW.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-eirculation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard, or any air volume on
request.
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from 7kW to
38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE • TEL: 283 9156
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The BEUM6 Compact
Family is now complete

PRODUCT REVIEW
INSTRUlVIENTS &
CONTROLS

With the introduction of the new NM24-SR and
NM24-SRS modulating, brushless motors the
NM family is now complete. BELIMO is able to
offer a comprehensive, lower cost option for all
dampers up to 1.6 metre square.

Brass body capsuhelic differential pressure gauge from Manother

ensors; Process controllers, and valve and controls.
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel:
01 - 4522355; Fax: 01 - 4516919.

Satchwell Fingertip Control
The IACGOO Intelligent Advanced Controller from Satchwell incorporates
"State-of-the-art" surface mount technology, aback-lit touch-sensitive
screen and easily configurable control applications via Satchwell's new
"Bubbleland" graphical software.
Part of the Satchnet networking product range, the easy-to-use, flexible
IACGOO is available as amain plant controller with aliquid crystal display
or as a"base unif' without the screen.
Controllers can be networked together to give central control of
distributed plant rooms or used for stand-alone control of individual plant
items. Areal-time clock allows the IAC600 to continue operating even
after apower failure.

For advice and details on the entire Belimo
range, call Dan Chambers Ventilation Technical
Support Line - Tel: 01 - 830 3222

Air control and
regulation into the
future

Get a Grip on
Air control

DAN CHAMBERS ~
68 Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11. ,;~,

Designed for use in multi-loop control applications, such as airconditioning systems, it IS pre-programmed with up to 32 standard
applications to save engineering time and costs.
The new mouse-drive "Bubbleland" software can either change an
existing application or create virtually any new control scheme required.
Full graphical interface enables the user to select modules from a
standard library and position them on-screen. It will not allow the user to
make invalid connections between the inputs, modules and outputs.
Set values and parameters are simply changed via the Touch Screen,
which displays dynamic data, includng information from other controllers
on the sub-LAN. The IAC600 has passed the European Community
requirements for electro-magnetic compatibility(EMC).
Details from Satchwell Grant Ltd, 20 Store Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 - 836
6400; Fax: 01 - 874 6438.147A Unfield Industrial Estate, Unfield Road,
Belfast BT12 5GT. Tel: 08 0232 323329; Fax: 080232323218.

VENTILATION

lel: 01 - 8303222; Fax: 01 - 8308888
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M12W
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Dan Chambers Certified!
It simply had to happen ... right from the outset there has always been an

air of inevitability about it ... Dan Chambers was always going to be
certified! For over 17 years now Dan Chambers Ventilation has
continuously broken new ground in the provision of a quality service to
the entire building services industry throughout Ireland. For the most part,
it set the benchmark which others sought to emulate, especially in relation
to ventilation, air distribution and air control. The quality of the package
offered extends as much to support services - such as its Technical
Support Line: Tel: 01 - 8303222 - as to the quality of its product
portfolio, which is personified by internationally-recognised, leading
brand names.
Consequently, its recent certification and accreditation to
ISO 9002 is hardly surprising. It simply confirms what its extensive
supplier and customer base already knows. It also sends out a very
positive signal to potential new customers.
When it comes to ventilation, air distribution and air control, Dan
Chambers Ventilation is the perfect quality partner.

DAN CHAMBERS
V

ENT

I

LA

T

ION

68 Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.

rei: 01 - 830 3222; Fax: 01 - 830 8888
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BSNellVs

REPORT

All Staff
are Quality
Managers
at Dan
Chambers
an Chambers Ventilation,
the well-known and
highly-respected
company in the HVAC industry,
has obtained official recognition
for its quality management
system. The company has
achieved accreditation to ISO
9002 on its first assessment.
Like other progressive
companies, Dan Chambers
Ventilation is following what is
undoubtedly a growing trend
towards Quality Assurance.

Jim Bollard, Sales
Director, who is
also the company's
ISO 9002
Management
Representative.

Established 17 years ago, the
company has achieved
continued growth in spite of long
periods of industry recession. To
ensure the future success of the
company, Dan Chambers
Ventilation is intent on
anticipating and responding to
the needs of its target market so
it can continue to enjoy
productive and profitable trading

12 BSNews, May 1994
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7M12W

Austin Mann, Distribution, with Noel Connolly, Sales Engineer, West of
Ireland; John Alien, Sales Engineer, Southern Region; Jim Bollard, Sales
Director; John Farrell, Sales Engineer with special responsibility for AHUs;
and Brendan O'Toole, Sales Engineer, Leinster and Northern Region.

relations with its extensive
customer base. As an increasing
number of mechanical service
engineers and contractors
embark on the route to ISO 9002
certification, it is of utmost
importance that they receive the
support they expect and deserve
from their suppliers. There can
be no weak links in the chain.
As a major supplier, Dan
Chambers Ventilation is proud to
have taken the lead in obtaining
certification to the standard. As
Managing Director Dan
Chambers says: "We have
always been a company
committed to quality. Certification

will provide both existing and
future customers with greater
confidence in our ability to
provide products and services of
the highest standards. We are
very proud to have achieved
recognition for our quality
management system, though we
are fully aware that the award is
simply the beginning of an
ongoing process of monitoring
and improving the services we
offer our clients".
In recent times Quality
Assurance and Quality Systems
have become "buzz words", not
only in the HVAC industry but in
the business world as a whole.

14
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Not all the publicity has been
favourable, however, with suggestions
that the road to certification can be
tedious and time-consuming with
companies getting swamped in paper
work.
Commenting on this, Quality
Management Representative Jim
Bollard says: "It is true that hard work
and perseverance are required on an
ongoing basis as the quality
management system is being regularly
monitored by a third party. Achieving
and maintaining accreditation to ISO
9002 is not a formality. Attention to
detail is the order of the day as there is
m for ambiguity. Nevertheless,
the benefits of a documented quality
management system are invaluable.
"Getting things right first time saves
time, money and frustration. Improved
standards of documentation and records
assist in identifying customer
requirements so that clarity exists
between the supplier and the customer.
Documented procedures mean that staff
know exactly what is expected of them.
Each employee becomes a quality
manager as all staff are involved in the

Internal sales - Elleen Chambers with LuceUe Chambers and BernadeUe Cranks who
work closely with sales colleague Maurice Bryan who is also the company's ISO 9002
Deputy Management Representative.

internal audits. First and foremost,
however, customers can have
confidence by virtue of the fact that they
are dealing with a company whose
quality management system IS
constantly monitored and certified to the
highest international standards".
In plain language, the principle behind
the concept of ISO 9002 is to "say what
you do, do what you say, and prove that
you have done it".
The process begins by "saying what you
do", which means writing down how you
currently run your business. This
involves documenting in a systematic
and thorough fashion, the various
procedures required to run your
business efficiently. All staff must know
exactly what is expected of them and
what the firm's objectives are.

Peter Coughlan, Production Manager, Dan
Chambers Manufacturing.

The second stage is to "do what you
say". The requirements of the standard
make it necessary for a company to
record its adherence to the system by
means of "internal audits". These audits
provide evidence of a company's
compliance with the standard and are an
important part of maintaining the
system.

The third stage is the one where you
prove that you have done it. This
involves the official assessment of a
company's documentation and quality
system. After certification, return visits
are made by the certifying authority to
ensure that procedures are being
adhered to and that the high standards
are being maintained.
Teamwork is clearly an essential
element in the above 3-part equation. In
adopting documented quality
management procedures, the result is a
system that belongs to everybody in the
organisation. A real strength of Dan
Chambers Ventilation has always been
its personnel. The success in achieving
ISO 9002 can be largely attributed to the
great commitment and dedication of the
staff.
With the management and staff all
committed to this quality assurance
programme, this augurs well for the
future development of the company.
Dan Chambers Ventilation is now in an
even stronger position to consistently
deliver quality products and services,
akin to those which have enabled it to
achieve consistent and sustained growth
over the years.
BSNews. May 1994 13
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New Viking Series 90 Is the result of
three years research and development.
The

largest

market

survey

ever

undertaken by Roof Units Group determined
the

design

criteria

for this, the perfect air

handling range.
Viking Series 90 Is a

brand new,

purpose-built system, using dedicated components

to

achieve

exactly

what

you,

the

customer asked for.
With
structure,
Joining,

a

Viking

completely
brilliantly

Hanging

and

new

solves

Base

framing
Stacking,

Frame

require-

ments. And a new sealing solution not only
removes the perennial air leak problem, but In
Its efficiency and effectiveness exceeds the
HVAC

Guide

to

air

handling

unit

leakage

~

testing (1986) by a factor of 10.

NEW VIKING SERIES 90 FEATURES:NEW Interfitting slide rails to make Instal-

•

lation and maintenance simply minutes work .
•

NEW Purpose

built

corners

for

strength

and style.
•

NEW

Double

smooth

skinned

outer

faces

panels
to

with

create

an

elegant and attractive appearance .
•

NEW Purpose built fasteners for Instant

and easy access.
Easy and fast to build - easy and fast to
deliver - easy and fast to select.
VIKING SERIES 90 FROM ROOF
UNITS

GROUP.

AIR

HANDLING

HAS

NEVER BEEN SO EASY - NO KIDDING.

DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
DAN CHAMBERS VENTILATION
68 Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
Phone: 8303 222 Fax: 8308 888

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
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Better Business

Single Person
Companies
he development of company
legislation arising from
European Commission
Directives has taken a large step
forward with the enactment in the
UK of the provisions of the 12th
Company Law Directive on single
member private limited companies.

T

Although the measure was due to be
enacted in Ireland not later than
January 1992, the matter is only now
being considered with a view to the
introduction of the necessary
legislative provisions in the near

he new regula io ,when enac ed,
will apply equally to private
companies limited by shares (including
subsidiaries of public companies} or
by guarantee
future. Part of the reason for the
delay in its implementation seems to
arise from the established principle
that Irish company law defines a
company as "an association of two or
more persons for some common
object or objects".
The new regulations, when enacted,
will apply equally to private
companies limited by shares
(including subsidiaries of public
companies) or by guarantee.

In the UK, when all the shares in a
company are held by one member, a
note to this effect and the date it
occurred is required to be entered in
the Register of Members, together
with the name and address of the sole
member.
In addition, if the number of
members rises above one, a note of
this event and the date it occurred
must be entered in the Register.
However, there is no requirement to
notify Companies House of these
events.
Members' resolutions must be
evidenced in writing and all contracts
between the company and the sole
member (if the sole member is also a
director) will have to be in writing
except in the case of contracts
entered into by the company in the
ordinary course of its business. If this
provision is infringed, the validity of
the contract will not be affected but
an offence would be committed.
The provisions of previous legislation
in the UK - imposing unlimited
personal liability on a sole member of
a company for the debts of that
company if the company carried on
business for more than six months
after his becoming the sole member ceased to have effect in respect of
debts incurred after 14 July 1992.
Liabilities for debts incurred prior to
that date are not afffected.

BSNews, May1994
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS
ewmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers, design
team details and tendering and construction schedules. The
following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a brief
description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01-2809476/2809557.

DUBLIN:
According to Newmarket
Information 3 Corn Ireland Ltd,
which operates a major
manufacturing plant on the
Ballycoolen lndu trial Estate,
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15, is
considering doubling the size of
its 5,376 sqm facility. The
company is currently considering
whether to add an extra 3,000
sqm to the plant or go all the way
and double its size to 12,000
sqm.
3 Corn, who have a l6-acre site at
Ballycoolen will be neighbours to
the Creative Technology
Company, which is building a
10,000 sqm Plant there.
Creative Technology Ltd of
Singapore, the world leader in
multimedia sound products is to
establish its European technical
support, localisation and
assembly headquarters in the
Ballycoolen Industrial Park,
Blanchardstown, Dublin with
support from lOA Ireland.
The new project involves a total
investment of £15 million over
the next five year in buildings,
machinery and equipment.
Planning permission is currently
being ought for the new plant
which is to be developed in
phases. Phase I will consist of
approximately 4,000 sqm of
offices and over 5,000 sqm of
warehouse space. The total
development is expected to
measure 24,000 sqm.
Sun Microsystems is currently
seeking planning permission for
the development of a new
engineering/office building

including associated roads, car
parking and siteworks on a 3.05
acre site at the South County
Business Park, Leopardstown,
Dublin 18. The development will
be divided into three floors with
the ground floor measuring 1,919
qrh, the fust floor measuring
1,358 sqm, and the second floor
measuring 240 sqm. The building
will comprise software offices, a
reception, toilets, a conference
area, laboratory, a training room,
a staff room, a cold room, store
rooms and an eight person lift.
Sun Microsystems has also
lodged a second application for
outline planning permission for
the construction of a software
engineering/office building
including associated roads, car
parking and siteworks on a 6.84acre site at the South County
Business Park. This development
is expected to be carried out in
four phases. Phase I will
compnse the construction of
3,543 sqm; Phase n will involve
the construction of 3,045 sqm;
Phase III will comprise the
construction of 2,840 sqm; and
finally, Phase IV will involve the
construction of 3,205 sqm.

tructure, including the
construction of clean rooms to
class 100,000, will begin shortly.

WEXFORD:
US healthcare company, Lake
Region Manufacturing Company
Incorporate of Chaska,
Minnesota, has just submitted a
planning application for the fitout of an existing industrial
building at Butlersland, New
Ross, County Wexford. The fitout is to include the construction
of a mezzanine floor and will
provide a total of 3,077 sqm of
manufacturing space and 446
sqm of canteen and office space.
External works include the
provision of an electricity
substation and boiler house and
an extension to the existing
carpark.

KILDARE:
John Sisk and Son Ltd, started
work recently on the construction
of a new printing and CD rom
manufacturing plant on the IDA
site in Kildare Town.
Construction work, valued at an
estimated £5 million, will be
completed in late 1994.
The development involves the
construction of a major new
industrial facility comprising a
single-storey warehouse/
manufacturing area with a twostorey office/canteen/entrance
block, together with an ancillary
services block and sprinkler tank,
roads, car parking, security
office, site fencing and temporary
site access to the existing
ational Primary Road 7.

GALWAY:
ROSCOMMON:
Merit Medical Systems Inc. of
Salt Lake City, Utah, is to
establish a major disposable
medical products facility at
Castlerea, County Roscommon
with support from the IDA
Ireland. The new 2,500 sqm
facility will house manufacturing,
sales support and research and
development operations.
Modifications to the existing

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7M12W
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Green Isle Foods (Portumna) Ltd
has sought planning permission
for the construction of a £ I
million extension to its existing
production building, to extend the
existing plantroom, to extend the
existing amenity building, car
park, the existing effluent
treatment plant and for the
installation of ancillary plant and
to retain an extension to the rere
of the existing plantroom,

equipment and structures and
minor elevational alterations at
the IDA Industrial Estate,
Portumna, County Galway. The
single-storey extensions will
measure 4,000 sqm.

CORK:
Galtee Food Products Society Ltd
has been granted planning
permission to extend the food
processing facilities, to extend
the car parking and to provide
amenity facilities at Cahir Hill,
Mitchelstown, County Cork. The
single-storey extension,
measuring 1,355 sqm will
involve an investment of around
£2 million.

KILKENNY:
An bord Pleanala has given
Arcon International Resources,
the Irish exploration company,
the go ahead to develop its
planned new £40 million leadzinc ore project at Galmoy,
County Kilkenny. It is now
expected that production at the
mine could begin in 1996. When
in operation, the mine will have
an annual output of 120,000
tonnes of zinc concentrate.
Construction of the mine is now
expected to begin in September
1994 and Arcon is currently
considering tenders for the major
construction contract. The
construction contract is expe
to provide jobs for 300 people
over an 18-month constructIOn
period.

MAYO:
AlIergan Ireland Ltd plans to
construct a multi-million pound
two- torey laboratory together
with a plantroom and services
compound, additional employee
locker and toilet facilities to the
north west corner of the existing
facility at Carrowbeg, Westport,
County Mayo for pharmaceutical
manufacturers, AlIergan Ireland
Ltd. Work, costing over £4
million, will start in June and will
take between 12 and 14 months
to complete.
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The Baxi Solo 2 PF . For Unrivalled Ease Of Installation

Ejficiellcy and Reduced
* Smallest Boiler of its Type - All Models * NO.'\: Levels
RO %

600mm High x 2871Jl1Jl Deep

* Meets Requirements ofForthcoming

* Lightest Lift Weigbt ofAllY Cast Iron

European Directives

Fanned Boiler

* Host ofInnovative Features to Reduce
Installation Time and Effort

* Built-ill Overbeat and Frost Thermostats
* No Need for Additional Insulation or

Ventillation Wben Sited in a Cupboard
* 5 Models - 30,000 Btu/b - 80,000 Btu/h
* Flexibility ofSiting - Up to 2m away
* Easy to Install and Service
from Outside Wall

BAXI
HEATING

For Further Information on Baxi Heating's Range of Appliances, Please Contact:
HeatMerchants (Dublin) Limited, Unit 3, Kylemore Park North, Ballyfermott, Dublin 10

Tel: 01-623 1248
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BSNews Company Profile

Heatmerchants Confidence Trough
Quality and Service
Heatmerchants is a typical example
of the new breed of professionals
who are changing the face of the
heating and plumbing sector.
Instead of bemaoning the industry's
plight, they see problems and
difficulties as a challenge to be
met. They are a team in the true
sense of the word, a fact reflected
in that all executive directors are
also shareholders of the company.
eatmerchants has
met the challenge
of market changes
head on and devised a bold
and ambitious strategy
which has seen the
company reap dramatic

market share gains at a time
when the plumbing and
heating industry at large
was in the depths of
recession.
Unlike many longestablished companies,

Michael O'Brien, Purchasing Director with Jim Carey, Financial
Director and Michael Lucitt, Managing Director.

18 BSNews,May1994
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Heatmerchants has always
remained dynamic and full
of fresh ideas. Having
achieved a certain comfort
level, the company did not
rest on its laurels but rather
continuously sought new
ways and means of better
serving its growing
customer base.
At Heatmerchants it's all
about service. The needs of
the customer - no matter
how awkward or trying always come first. This is
e pecially so with
problematic and difficult
requc't, \\, hleh are seen a,
a challenge to which
individual employees
respond with great
enthusiasm. Ifs all about
providing solutions.
Heatmerchants enjoys a
valuable mix of old and
ne\\, \\, hcre tr, JitlOna
\ al ue, and attItudes
dominate but where they
have been tailored and
embraced into a
professional and efficient
manner of dealing with
customers. It is very much
a "young" company in
terms of outlook and, as
such, has never been caught
napping by changes in the
general marketplace.
Indeed, it invariably
identifies such changes
before they become
commonplace and is
thereby proactive rather

than reactive, very often
being instrumental in
heralding the introduction
of these changes.
This continuous process of
regeneration is not imposed
on the marketplace in an ad
hoc manner. It is also an
inward-looking mechanism.
Just recently, the senior
management structure has
been revitalised with new
directors coming on board.
All are executive directors
with day-to-day hands-on
responsibilities. Latest
recruit is Michael O'Bri
Michael is very well kn
throughout the industry and
enjoys a very high personal
standing within the heating
and plumbing industries.
He brings a wealth of
experience to
Heatmerchants, especially
in the area of sourcing
product. Not surprisingly,
his primary duties are as
Purchasing Director.
His colleagues on the
Heatmerchants' main board
are Michael Lucitt.
Managing Director; Jim
Casey, Sales & Marketing
Director; Eugene Carty,
Commercial Director; Ji
Carc) Finanual Director'
CharlIL Soden. OperatIon,
Director; Brian McTernan,
Regional Director (East).
Coinciding with these
Board and managerial
changes is the
implementation of the first
phase of a new, 5-year
strategy which will see the
company make still further
inroads in the market
sectors within which it
currently trades and also
see it expand and diversify
into new areas of
operations. Essentially,
there are three 'divisions'
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and, above all else, a
knowledgeable,
understanding and
enthusiastic staff. This
latter element is the
cornerstone upon which
the entire service offered
by Heatmerchants stands.

Brian McTernan, Regional
Director (East) with
Eugene Carly, Commercial
Director.

within Heatmerchants Heating, Plumbing and
Tiles.
The same overall
philosophy govems the
day-to-day operation of
all activities. It's all
about service. This
entails everything from
the provision of topquality products from
reputahle manufacturers
thn ug 1 to ex-stoc"
availability, an excellent
delivery procedure,
efficient and responsive
trade counter facilities

Heatmerchants currently
constitutes seven
branches, strategically
located throughout the
country. All are standalone units in that they
are run to suit the
particular needs of the
catchment area they
serve. Individual branch
managers make decisions
to suit the needs of their
own customer base and
are not dictated to by the
"corporate" demands or
requirements.
However, customers
receive the best of both
worlds in that they get all
the advantages of the
"corporate" standing
\ hIle at thL same tlllle
enjoying the personal.
flexible and responsive
sef\ice only smaller
operations can proVIde.

Jim Casey, Sales & Marketing Director with Charlie Soden,
Operations Director.

Tbis is especially
apparent in pricing.
Heatmerchants does not
sell on price but, it
nonetheless recognise
the importance of value
for money and can
delivel' on that
requirement by virtue of
its SIZe and related
purchasing power.
Heatmerchants lists a
total of more than 3,000
stock items. It's safe to
say that all conceivable
heating, plumbing and
tile reql ircr'lc lls .Ire
camel! e, -shK
The tile division operates
under the name of Tubs
& Tiles. All
Heatmerchants' branches
have a Tub & Tiles
associate company which
trades (except in the case
of Dublin) from an
adjoining premises.
While strictly a retail
operation with a c1earlydefined and presented
retail pricing structure,
trade customers can avail
of the excellent

showroom facilities Tubs
& Tiles offers to
demonstrate in-sutu
installations of bathroom
equipment and tiling to
clients.
Heatmerchants employs
approximately 100
people in total, all of
whom are dedicated to
satisfying - in a
professional but
uncluttered and
complication-free
manner - the needs of its
customer base. A quality
service ethos permeates
the entire organisation
and is brought to bear
even on the smallest,
most insignificant
transaction.
Heatmerchants is, above
all else, about people and
personal relationships.
The objective of the new
management team and
the recently-implemented
future development plan
is to ensure that its entire
customer base shares in
the benefits the resulting
growth will bring.
BSNews. May1994 19
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TS 1750
THERMOSTATIC

DIJAI
CONTROL

SHOWER

With the Sirrus Thermostatic

o

Dual Control shower.

shut-off if hot or col

The shower that will go on all

supplies fail.

recognised plumbing systems:
Vented or unvented, mains,

o
o

pumped,

with easy-ta-use controls.

gravity,

unequal

Instant thermostatic safe

Safe for all the family.
Ergonomically designed

pressures, gas water heaters and

o

even combi boilers.

shower fittings including

Complete range of

soap dish.

o

The Water Controllers

Full metal body construction
Rinse

o

Easy to install, with

for long-life and durability.

adjustable elbows.

o

o

Invigorating flow rate of

The Sirrus Dual Control

11 litres per minute at 0.1 Bar.

complies with BS1415 part 11

Cl metre head).

and is UK WFBS listed.

o

Independent control of flow

and temperature.
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Barlo Group Profits Up

Euro Gas/FKM Seminar

• Continued from page 2

Radiators; Veha Radiators; Agricultural Products; Indu trial
Plastics; and Plastics Packaging. Each of the six business units has
its own management team led by a Managing Director.
The six Managing Directors report to a newly-appointed Director
of Group Operations, David Burke. He now has overall
responsibility for the development and control of Group
Operations and reports to the Group Chief Executive.
A further new position, Chief Financial Officer of Barlo Group,
reporting to the Director of Group Operations will have overall
responsibility for financial management and control in the six
bu iness units. Brian Beausang has been appointed to that position.
The focus of the Group in the past year has been the further
development of efficient manufacturing facilities in both its
tor and Plastics businesses.
Barlo Radiators increased its market share in Ireland and the UK
during the year and maintained its steady export growth into
mainland Europe. The ongoing improvements in manufacturing
efficiencies and customer service are leading to a steadily
increasing profit contribution to the Group. Gerry Fahey, as
Managing Director, is now responsible for all the activities of
Barlo Radiators in Ireland, the UK and Europe.
The capacity of Merriott Radiators Clonmel facility is being
doubled in the current year and sales growth is supporting this
investment programme. The company is now profitable and is
targeting mainland Europe as its principal growth market in
1994/95.

John Kennedy, as Managing Director. is no\', responsIble for all
the activities of Merriott Radiators in Ireland, the UK and Europe.
Veha V. based in Belgium. \\as acquired in July 1993 and has
performed very satisfactorily since acquisition, achieving its
ed profit contribution in the year ended 3I March 1994. The
,uipment programme at Grobbendonk. Belgium has proceeded
according to schedule with the anticipated benefits nO\\ being
realIsed. The C()Illpan~ is hudgeting for further profit !..!"O\\ th in the

l

COIllIng year.
The Group acquired the business assets of Kingspan Veha Lld
(Ireland) and Warmastyle Lld (UK) in March 1994. This
completed the Group objective of combining the Veha operations
and controlling a second, well-established radiator brand name.
The restructuring of the three related Veha companies is
proceeding in line with expectations. It is intended to re-equip and
modernise the Wicklow facility in the coming year.
Rudy Van Eysendeyk, as Managing Director, is now responsible
for all the activities of Veha Radiators in mainland Europe, the UK
and Ireland.
Industrial Plastics had a satisfactory year with the capacity of the
extru ion plant at Geel, Belgium being increased substantially.
Geel is now the largest flat heet extrusion facility in Europe and
an increased profit contribution for the year reflected its scale and
efficiency.
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EU~O Gas and FKM hosted a technical seminar at the new Tallaght Civic
offices where FKM recently completed the mechanical services contract
on a £1.2 million job. Some 40 consulting engineers from various
practices in Dublin attended. The seminar focused on the boilerhouse
layout where three 440kW fully-modulating Rendamax gas boilers are in
operation, coupled to a flue-dilution system

A Cure
for the
Common
Cold?
Cold spots in radiators are more
than just an annoying
InCOl1\ enlence. hl ~ Llluld POInt
to a reduction in central heating
system efficiency and spell the
beginning of the end for heavily
corroded radiators. But. what
causes cold spots and how can
they be effectively cured once
and for all?
Therl ,Ire baSlLdl1\ t\\ l' Illall1
contnbutor} factors \\ hen
considering the common
occurrence of cold spots in
radiators. Firstly. corrosion
debris created by the
oxygenation of metals within
the system falls to the bottom of
the radiator and the resultant
build-up stops the flow of hot
water, thus creating a cold spot.
Black oxide sludge is the
product of thi corrosion and
forms in the absence of air or
di solved oxygen and is usually
a re ult of electrolytic cOITosion.
In untreated systems most of the
sludge settles in the lower

regions at the points of least
disturbance, which are usually
at the bottom centre of most
radiators. Drifting occurs in one
direction only, adding to the
burden on the radiator and the
build up of sludge.
The econd most common
reason for the occurrence of
cold spots is the build up of
h}drogen gas. Hydrogen is still
sometimes mistake for air, but is
in fact produced by the
corrosion process. Water is split
into its component parts.
Oxygen i consumed forming
metal oxides with hydrogen gas
liberated as a by-product. Gas
accumulations depress the water
level in radiators, disturbing the
flow pattern and causing cold
spots.
'The solution to these
complicated chemical processe
is in fact very simple", says
John Lane, Technical Manager
at Sentinel. HA system treated
with Sentinel X400 will
immediately experience a
reduction in sludge. The
treatment disperses the sludge,
breaks it down and a final
application of Sentinel XI00
will top it recurring. Tel: 0044
514245351.
BSNews, May1994 21
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European Low-Energy
Design Forum

Enjoy a Swirl Courtesy of
Finheat

This issue will be addressed by 50 or so invited participants in the
European Low Energy Design Forum to be held from 2-4 October
1994 in Brighton in parallel to the CIBSE Conference. The Forum
will promote innovative low energy building design by:-

In the last 12 months Gilberts, the air distribution manufacturer ha
introduced a new range of floor and swirl-type dampers.

- Considering what has already been done in Europe;
- Examining the key factors governing successful application;
_ Determining the most significant steps needed in the immediate
future.
In addition to syndicate discussions, keynote addresses will be
given by Ulhrich Behr on natural ventilation in tall buildings and
Jurgen Greif on European Union support for research in low energy
building design. Dr Mario Costantino will make an invited
presentation on design principles at both the Forum and the CIBSE
Conference.
To ensure a multi-disciplinary debate, invitations are being
extended to architects, structural and building services engineers as
well as representatives from client organisations and other related
professions. Contact: Peter Jackman. BSRIA. Tel: 0044 644
426511.

Guidance for
'Green'
Buildings
A ne'A- strategy for
environmental care in building
design, construction,
management and ultimate
demolition has been published
by BSRlA (The Building
Services Research and
Information Association).
Entitled "The Em iron mental
Code of praLllce for Buildll1g
and their Services", the
document provides a common
language for all concerned in
the building process. The Code
spans the lifecycle of any
building - whether commercial,
industrial or residential - from
concept to demolition. It asserts
that, with skill and foresight,
environmental impact can be
significantly reduced at little or
no increase in overall cost.

approach each stage of a
building's development with
step-by-step recommendations
and actions. Its structure
provides a starting point at any
stage to help reverse decline and
encourage continuous
improvement. rurther
information sources on
legislation. guidance and rules
of thumb, as well as pitfalls.
new ground and unresolved
issues are indicated by graphic
icons for fast reference.
Contal, Bna•. Bro\\n. Tel
oo~~ 3~~ ~2651

I.

Rotary M+E
Move
Rotary M+E Services (Ireland)
Ltd, have moved to spacious
new premises and stores at
Esmond Avenue, Fairview,
Dublin 3.

They can now be contacted at
The Code is clearly written,
Tel: 01 - 836 9175/8146; Fax:
avoids jargon and offers a
01 - 836 7034.
system through which to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss5/1
DOI:
10.21427/D7M12W
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Popular on the continent for many years, swirl diffusers typically
use a series of radial vanes to induce a circular swirl effect into the
airstream which· encourages rapid entrainment and intermixing.
Clear advantages include better air distribution, higher volume
capacity, higher air change ranges and lower unit requirements.
The Gilberts swirl range is unique in many respects and attracted a
great deal of interest when shown at ISN earlier this year. Since
Finheat introduced
them to the Irish
marketplace the
response has been
equallyenthusiastic.
An interesting new
addition to the
range is the GFS
Series of swirl
diffusers.
Complementing
existing GF and
CF floor grille
ranges, the GFS
Gilberts' GFSS·D Floor-Swirl Diffuser from
Series has been
Finheat
specially developed
for both supply and extract applications in all types of raised
access floor systems. Availahle in a single 100 mm diameter sile
only. the unit comprises of 2 mm thick slotted stainless steel fascia
with rounded edges to create a tough, yet attractive, diffuser
capable of withstanding a point loading of up to 1.5 kn.
Contact: Jim King. Tel: 0 I - 623 4222.

Central
Plant Air
Conditioning
Forecast
While it is very difficult to get
accurate statistical information
on the AC market in Ireland,
trends, forecasts and
developments in the UK are
worth noting in that certain
conclusions and guestimates can
be based on the experience in
that country.
BSRlA's latest research shows

that the three major markets for
central plant air eonditionin~
\\ere \\1 rth £L)~ mill on!n
1992. The air handlIng unIt
market accounted for 58% (or
£78 million); followed by
chillers (22% or £29.4 million)
and terminal units (20% or
£26.3 million). Terminal units
include VAV units (£ 13
million) and fan coil units
(£13.3 million).
As Figure I (overleaf) shows,
all markets peaked in 1990 and
in the following two year fell
dramatically, with terminal units
(and especially VAV units)
particularly badly hit. In 1993
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Figure 1: Trend and forecast for the central
plant air conditioning market
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sales of central plant
e
ent fell by 3% to £130
million. This figure implies that
most markets were stable. In the

case of air handling and fan coil
units, this was partly true.
However, the overall 3%
decline hides the fact that the

Kids Rock 'n Roll Courtesy
of Mark Eire
This year, the Eurovision Song Contest, hosted by Ireland in the
Point Depot in April, was watched worldwide on the night by
approximately 400 million viewers.
Ireland ' success in this area is unrivalled, to say nothing of the
technical expertise and professionalism that goes into the staging
and hroadcasling of such an event.
\I.1rk Lire, Ihe ~ cst CO 1L 'lg and \ L I 1.lIIOn cqllpment
manufacturer was delighled to be associated wllh the occasion for
econd year in a row. Last year, with the contest held in Mill
t. Mark were called upon 10 offer a solulion to Ihe problem of
heal building up under Ihe stage area due 10 Ihe large lighling
installation and cabling requirements. As a result of the success of
the "cooling" operation in Mill Street, Mark were the obvious
choice for Eurovision '9'+ in the Point Depot.
ThiS year's spectacular 11~'htln~ arrangement 'UHt 'I{ ler" crl'cLl on
stage resulted in the generation of exceSSI\e unoer-stJge floor heat.
which had to be dispersed or removed in order to comply with and
satisfy the Chief Fire Officer, Dublin Fire Brigade,
To do this successfully, Mark Eire manufactured and installed a full
fresh air supply and cooling system underneath the stage, which
operated in tandem with an extract air system.
Throughout the rehearsals and the actual event on the night,
temperature monitoring was carried out by mean of thermocouple
sensors beneath the stage.
The entire project wa a success. The Rock n' Roll Kids
performance on the night was flawless ... as indeed was that of
Mark Eire
Contact: Maurice Byrne. Tel: 01 - 283 9156

VAV market fell in 1993 by
32%. This dramatic decline can
almost solely be attributed to
VAV's reliance on the office
sector where output declined by
33% in 1993. But there are
grounds for optimism in sOp1e
areas. For example, the overall
chiller market faired well,

particularly water-cooled
chillers where sales increased
by 20% in value and 60% in
volume. This can be attributed
to the replacement of the stock
of chillers having RII
refrigerant.
Contact: Geraldine SamuelssonBrown. Tel: 0044 344 426511.

New on the
Market

• Robur has developed its GRI
Series of unit heaters to produce
an air flow consisting of two
different air temperatures. The
lower part of the air flow is
hotter, while a cooler, upper
layer of air prevents the hot air
from rising into the roof space.

• Riello has introduced the
GSBF oil burner, described as a
true room-sealed, balanced flue,
version of its R40 burner.
Trianco Redfyre is using this
unit in its new balanced flue
range.
• Stelrad Ideal has extended its
Ideal Turbo 2 range of domestic
condensing boilers by
introducing a l5kW model. The
Ideal Turbo 2 can achieve
savings of up to 20% and when,
replacing older boilers and
systems, the savings can be as
high as 40%.
• A new wall mounted gas
heater comhinin,g new aesthetic
I'd pt -'orm,. ICL l.tnO.lru 1"
becn II1lroduceo by Valor. The
Tropic Trend 2 features a new
hurner system which achieves
nc;c efficiency and can be
installed on any suitable outside
wall of thicknesses ranging
from 100 to 508mm.
• 1t nev. I :c I,'olllhl h"I ,'I'
frolll Vokera IS a\ ai/ahle 111 t\IO
models, the 80E and the 96E.
Among claimed advantages are
increased fluing capacity, builtin anti-cycling device,
automatic by-pass, fa ter hot
water delivery and a more
compact casing size.
•

• The Combi Company has just
launched the GEM combination
boiler which the company
claims 'will offer the installer
the best value for money boiler
on the market'

• A new range of ceramic
plaque radiant heaters is being
launched by Tansun to
complement the company's
quartz heaters which are widely
used in churches, factories and
community buildings.
• Copperad Products has
launched an improved range of
unit heaters, redesigned to offer
a choice of outputs from 5 to
155kW, accommodated within
six sizes of unit.
• The Sangamo Powersaver, an
easy-to-use time switch
designed to reduce fuel bills,
has been launched by
Sehlumberger Industries. The
Powersaver family will allow
householders and businesses to
gain intelligent control of their
water heating and other
systems.
• The QC commercial gas vent
system from Selkirk
Manufacturing incorporates a
new method of connecting
components. The old jointing
methods of connecting
individual lengths has been
replaced by a barbed coupler
and locking band joint.
• Airflow Development has
extended its range of dilution
fans with the introduction of
stainless steel versions for
enhanced corrosion resistance.
BSNews, May 1994 23
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Mitsubishi Electric
Football crazy ... At the
time of going to press we
have had well in excess of
100 entries for our
Mitsubishi Electric "If the cap
fits" competition. Over all the
years of running
competitions, we have never
had such a response. With a
Mitsubishi Electric nicam
stereo colour television as
the first prize I'm not
surprised but, in talking to
many of those who have
sent in entries, they seem
more interested in getting a
runner-up spot. Such is the
appeal of Big Jack that most
people's preference is for
one of the six signed
footballs we have as
consolati.on prizes.
Thank you all for taking the
time and trouble to enter.
We will announce the
winner in the June issue.

11111.
11111-

IIIII~II

tl:~I~11

We have had reports of
readers receiving their
copies of BSNews 14 and
15 days after the day on
which it was originally
posted So please, do bear
with us. As long as we have
no choice but to use An
Post, we are at their mercy.

What a send Off! ...
Brendan Stack said his
farewells to the industry in
the Shelbourne Hotel earlier
this month in a manner
befitting his long service and
valuable contribution to the
business at large over the
last 30 plus years.
The industry turned out in
force for a select gathering.
I myself felt genuinely
privileged to be present on
such an auspicious
occasion. It is the first time
in my 20 years involvement
with the building services
industry that I have seen
such a turnout for any single
individual or company. The
industry's founding figures
were there in force and such
a tribute was fitting.

Do bear with us ... it's not
all our fault! What can I say
about the post. If there was
ever a justification for
eliminating monopoly
situations then An Post
would be the prime example
of how NOT to go about
things. Talk about "if it ain't
broken don't fix it"l For
years we've had a
reasonably efficient postal
service which, while nothing
to write (sic) home about, at
least performed to certain
predictable patterns.

Best wishes Brendan in your
so-called retirement. We'll
probably see more not less
of you in the coming months.

But then some bright spark
got the idea to improve the
service. Despite the massive
investment in devising a new
management structure and
the subsequent, equallyexorbitant sums spent on
implementing the new
system, the whole postal
service has been reduced to
a shambles.

My apologies Basil Farnhan
... Basil is the proprietor of
the well-known Glenhill
Merchants in Belfast. The
gremlins were at work in the
preparation of our Veha
report last month and I
inadvertently referred to
Basil as someone else. Just
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Paddy Clonan was in
excellent form. His address
was vintage Cionan and,
while he touched on some
raw nerves in some
respects, he d'd ,t in his
usual inoffensive (?) style.

Basil Farnhan

about everyone knows Basil
and the excellent service he
provides to the heating and
plumbing trade in Belfast.
Once again Basil, my
apologies.

Ted Berry (Toshiba) wants
to invoke parentage rule ...
GT Phelan sponsored the
most recent BTU outing at
Old Conna. Naturally
enough, Ted travelled over
for the occasion. But he's in
something of a quandry. So
taken is he with the success
of the Irish BTU team
performances in the National
BTU Championships over
the years that he wants to
inveigle himself on to one of
the teams! I gather we're
going to sock it to you again
this year Ted when the
Championship is held at
Brancepath Golf Club in
Durham.

Still with the golf (oh the pain
of it!) I suppose one or two of
you are interested in the
Second Round Matchplay
games coming up. Details are
as follows:- Paul 0'
Shaughnessy v Jim Smith; E
Vickers v Gerry Tobin; Frank
Mullins v Aubrey Moriarty;
Tony Delaney v Jim Nolan;
David Sampson v J White;
Michael Morrisey v B
Sheehan; John Lavelle v Tony
Gillen; and Rae Toner v
Michael Matthews.
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Specialists in all aspects of
Building Services Planned
Maintenance
Customer Care

ommunications

"THE COMPLET.E PACKAGE"

FOR AIR CONDITIONING

•
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6-8 Pembroke Lane,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
Telephone (01) 6683855;
Fax: (01) 6683086
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters

MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for. industrial instruments
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